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Abstract
Recent concerns over the privacy implications of the

Domain Name System (DNS) have led to encrypting DNS
queries and responses through protocols like DNS-over-
HTTPS (DoH) and DNS-over-TLS (DoT). Although the
trend towards encryption is a positive development, the ac-
companying centralization of the DNS has fomented tussles
involving ISPs, browser and device vendors, content deliv-
ery networks, and users. This paper articulates several cur-
rent DNS tussles and offers principles to guide system de-
sign and implementation such that all stakeholders in the
space could participate. We argue that refactoring name res-
olution in a stub resolver that is separate from devices and
applications can preserve the benefits of encrypted DNS
while satisfying other architectural desiderata, including
performance, resilience, and privacy.
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• Networks → Network protocol design; Network de-
sign principles.
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1 Introduction
DNS has long been insecure and vulnerable to eavesdrop-

ping, but that reality is changing, as protocols for encrypted
DNS have recently been developed and deployed, notably
DNS-over-TLS (DoT) and DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH). DoH
has seen rapid adoption, as browser vendors and device
manufacturers have begun to move name resolution into
browsers and devices. DoH deployment requires some coor-
dination between the stub resolver on the client (e.g., in the
browser or operating system) and the operator of the trusted
recursive resolver (TRR). In some cases, that coordination
is straightforward because the same organization operates
both the browser and the TRR (e.g., Google offers both a
browser and a public DNS service). In other cases, two orga-
nizations coordinate deployment—for example, Mozilla has
collaborated with Cloudflare to deploy an encrypted DNS
service in Firefox, with Cloudflare serving as the primary
trusted resolver. Although several providers now offer en-
crypted DNS resolution services, browsers and devices typ-
ically send all DNS queries to a single, default provider.

DNS encryption is unquestionably a positive trend, but it
is accompanied by a potentially problematic consequence:
the increased centralization of a critical part of the Internet
infrastructure that introduce concerns for resilience, compe-
tition, and privacy.This organizational centralization makes
the DNS infrastructure itself less resilient to disruption from
misconfiguration, attack, and manipulation. These threats
are more than theoretical: For example, an attack on DNS
infrastructure in 2016 rendered many websites unreach-
able [33]. DNS queries are ripe for widespreadmanipulation,
resulting in information control and censorship. DNS mis-
configuration is also commonplace [4]. Centralization also
has potentially adverse effects on competition, introducing
new barriers to entry as organizations who operate recur-
sive resolvers have access to DNS queries that can be used
for a competitive advantage in other market sectors, from
content delivery to advertising [3]. The increased central-
ization of DNS data into a handful of entities has also raised
privacy concerns about tracking users’ browsing patterns
through their queries. Recent centralization trends in Inter-
net infrastructure are not unique to DNS. Yet, the centraliza-
tion of DNS is somewhat unique due to the rapid nature at
which it is transpiring, as well as how it is transpiring, with
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certain dominant entities (i.e., browser vendors) exercising
their leverage to fundamentally alter the Internet architec-
ture.

Many stakeholders in the Internet ecosystem have an in-
terest in (encrypted) DNS queries: it is the quintessential
tussle space [6] (which Clark et al. define as a part of the
Internet architecture where different stakeholders have “ad-
verse interests” and “vie to favor those interests”). Inter-
net service providers (ISPs) and enterprise networks rely
on observation of DNS queries to detect everything from
compromised devices to botnets, or to offer services such
as parental controls. Content delivery networks sometimes
rely on DNS options to efficiently map clients to the near-
est CDN replica. Users are concerned about ensuring that
their Internet use (e.g., browsing patterns, device usage) re-
main private from eavesdroppers, which could include ISPs,
enterprise networks, and CDNs.

The high-stakes tussle associated with control over en-
crypted DNS has given rise to heated arguments and po-
litical battles from mailing lists to standardization bodies,
such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), whereby
each of these stakeholders seeks to retain control over the
DNS [11, 36, 37]. Faced with the prospect of losing visibility
into DNS queries, some organizations have partnered with
Mozilla to become trusted recursive resolvers [28, 31]. Left
behind in all of these power struggles is the user, who is of-
ten left with no choice but to rely on a centralized DNS op-
erator, either by coercion or through opt-out tactics, default
configurations, and obscure menu configuration options.
Users who have privacy concerns over their ISPs eavesdrop-
ping on their DNS traffic might be concerned by this devel-
opment. On the other hand, users who are concerned with
advertisers seeing their browsing patterns would be right-
fully concerned that the IoT devices that they purchase from
these same companies default to sending DNS queries to the
TRR of the same company (e.g., many of Google’s IoT prod-
ucts are hard-wired to use Google Public DNS as a TRR [36]).

In spite of the various tussles playing out between stake-
holders, current designs for encrypted DNS resolution,
which primarily couple DNS resolution to the browser or
device, violate many principles for resolving tussles. In par-
ticular, Clark et al. outline several design principles for re-
solving tussles: (1) design for choice; (2) don’t assume the
answer; (3) make the consequence of choice visible; and
(4) modularize along tussle boundaries [6]. The current
designs for encrypted DNS violate all four of Clark’s
principles.

Current browser- and mobile-based approaches to en-
crypted DNS typically send all DNS queries to a single cen-
tralized TRR operator (e.g., Cloudflare, Google), without giv-
ing the user an option for others. In some cases, even at-
tempts to change the TRR will render the device inoperable.

Second, existing configurations, which default to resolving
encrypted DNS queries at a single TRR, assume that this is
the correct “answer”, precluding other designs that might
offer users improved performance, privacy, or some trade-
off between these types of concerns. Third, the notion that
one can choose a TRR is largely invisible to users; the con-
sequences of these choices are even more obscure. Fourth,
there is a clear modular boundary between application func-
tionality (e.g., web browsing, the functions of some IoT de-
vice), and resolving DNS names; current architectures do
not respect this boundary.

Centralization is being driven not by technical decisions,
but rather by ongoing trends of Internet consolidation, cou-
pled with the bundling of critical functionality like name
resolution into applications themselves. In 2017, researchers
found that on average, 33% of DNS traffic from Tor is re-
solved via Google Public DNS [15]. More recent statistics
have shown that more than 30% of DNS queries to ccTLDs
come from five large cloud providers, two of whom offer
their own centralized DNS service [27]. A small number
of organizations who operate DNS resolvers are gaining in-
creasedmarket share.The contribution of this paper is not to
presume a solution or pick a winner in the encrypted DNS
tussle. Rather, it is to explore how the DNS infrastructure
might allow tussles to play out such that all stakeholders
can have a voice. There are many possible outcomes for the
future of the DNS infrastructure. But, the DNS infrastruc-
ture must allow these tussles to take place without bias, so
that the technology can evolve towards the best outcome
for all. It is time for the community to re-think the DNS ar-
chitecture so that these tussles can play out.

2 How DNS Became a Tussle Space
We provide background on encrypted DNS protocols and

explain how they have led to a centralization of DNS.

2.1 Encrypted DNS Protocols
DNS queries and responses have historically been unen-

crypted, which has garnered increasing concern in recent
years, given research that has demonstrated that DNS traf-
fic can be used to discover private information about users,
ranging from the websites and webpages that they visit to
the “smart” devices that they use (and how they operate
them) [1]. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
has expressed similar concerns about these risks, from pub-
lic hotspots to ISPs [13].

Increasing concern over the privacy risks of DNS has led
to the development and deployment of protocols that en-
crypt DNS queries and responses. Two prominent develop-
ments are DNS-over-TLS (DoT) [18] and DNS-over-HTTPS
(DoH) [17]. Many public DNS providers, including Google,
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Cloudflare,Quad9, and others now provide services for both
DoT and DoH. The challenge, naturally, concerns configur-
ing clients to adopt these protocols. Recent proposals from
Mozilla and Google involve sending DoH queries directly
from the browser to a recursive resolver (sometimes sim-
ply referred to as a “resolver”) as configured in the browser.
Similarly, the Android OS makes it possible to route all DNS
queries via DoT to a Google-operated resolver [24].

2.2 The Centralization of DNS
Although the encryption of DNS is largely a positive de-

velopment, an emergent side effect is centralization. Specifi-
cally, clients that are configured to use DoT or DoH operate
using centralized architectures, whereby the client sends all
DoT or DoH queries to a single recursive resolver. Conven-
tional DNS would initially appear to share the same char-
acteristics: a client typically sends all queries to its local re-
solver, typically one that is configured via DHCP. Yet, en-
crypted DNS creates the potential for additional centraliza-
tion for several reasons. First, all clients may have the ten-
dency to use the same encrypted DNS resolver (e.g., Cloud-
flare, Google), regardless of their network attachment point.
This scenario contrasts with the status quo, where different
clients use different DNS resolvers corresponding to their lo-
cal ISP. Second, because the selection of the resolver is bun-
dled with the browser or device, users may have no easy or
viable option to change this configuration.

These centralization trends have occurred rapidly. In
June 2018, Mozilla announced a partnership with Cloud-
flare to deploy DoH to Firefox desktop users in the United
States [26]. Mozilla implements DoH in the browser and
Cloudflare operates a recursive resolver that supports DoH.
Initially, this option was enabled in Firefox Nightly builds;
over the course of 18 months, Mozilla transitioned to send-
ing all DNS queries to Cloudflare via DoH by default. In Feb-
ruary 2020, Mozilla enabled DoH by default for all Firefox
users in the United States—inmany cases doing so withmin-
imal information about the transition [7].

Although encrypted DNS protocols do provide privacy
benefits, their deployment over the past three years has cre-
ated concern about the potential for further centralization
of Internet infrastructure. The Internet standards commu-
nity was initially concerned that by only selecting a single
DoH provider, Mozilla was centralizing DNS [19, 20]. Op-
erators of the DNS root servers such as Verisign have ex-
pressed concerns about how these developments may affect
their ability to localize clients [22]. Meanwhile, ISPs, who
rely on the DNS for Internet security and network manage-
ment purposes, have scrambled to deploy their own Trusted
Recursive Resolvers [28].

3 Tussle Spaces in (Encrypted) DNS
In this section, we explore the tussles concerning (en-

crypted) DNS in more detail, explain how the current ar-
chitecture fails to resolve (and in some cases, exacerbates)
them, and suggest various approaches for designing DNS
architecture to account for these tussles.

3.1 Users vs. Public Resolvers & ISPs
What Is The Tussle? When Mozilla announced that Cloud-
flare would be the initial default recursive resolver for their
DoH rollout to Firefox desktop users in the United States,
users expressed concern over Cloudflare’s potential motiva-
tions for participating in the program [19]. Some argued that
the program would centralize DNS data at Cloudflare, rais-
ing concerns about robustness, competition, and privacy.
On the other hand, researchers have found that Google’s
public resolver already sees a comparatively large portion of
DNS queries over any other DNS resolver [27]. Thus, some
may argue that the DNS is already centralized into a hand-
ful of resolvers. At the same time, as ISPs begin to deploy
encrypted DNS, other users may not want their ISP to see
all of their DNS queries, either.
WhyHasn’tThe Tussle Resolved? Most stub resolvers and ap-
plications that support encrypted DNS send all of a users’
queries to a single recursive resolver that is configured on
the operating system or by an application that embeds a
stub resolver. Users should be able to choose how their DNS
queries are resolved, and be able to do so in a way that
comports with their preferences regarding privacy, perfor-
mance, and availability. Yet, in the case of browsers, choices
are not exposed to users in meaningful ways; in the case of
other devices (e.g., IoT devices), users may not be able to
choose their TRR at all.

3.2 Public Resolvers vs. Each Other
What Is The Tussle? Organizations that operate public re-
cursive resolvers compete with one another and have spe-
cific interests in seeing users’ DNS queries. Cloudflare and
Google both operate content delivery networks; Comcast,
who recently launched a TRR service, also delivers its own
content (Comcast is owned by NBC Universal). To improve
the performance of the delivery of content on their own
CDNs, Cloudflare and Google may use DNS data to direct
users to their local caches. ISPs who operate trusted recur-
sive resolvers may offer additional services, such as parental
controls, that depend on seeing DNS traffic [11].
Why Hasn’t The Tussle Resolved? Despite the fact that there
are hundreds of DoH resolvers deployed [8], only a few
DoH resolvers are currently available as options in Fire-
fox through Mozilla’s trusted recursive resolver (TRR) pro-
gram [30, 32]. Approved TRRs must not retain DNS logs for
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more than 24 hours, and these logs cannot be sold or shared
with other parties [12]. Although this program may be ulti-
mately be beneficial to users’ privacy, it affects competition
between resolvers and effectively makes the browser ven-
dor the gatekeeper for which organizations can participate
in the DNS tussle space.

This arrangement favors some incumbents, while balka-
nizing the tussle space along various market segments. No-
tably absent from Mozilla’s TRR program is Google’s pub-
lic DoH resolver [32]. Thus, if users wish to use Google’s
DoH resolver in Firefox, they must manually configure it
within the browser [30]. On the other hand, as of May 2020,
Google Chrome assigns users to a DoH resolver that is con-
sistent with the user’s preferences and settings. If Chrome
finds that the DNS resolver configured on a user’s operating
system is included in a pre-defined table of DoH resolvers,
then Chromewill assign that user to the correspondingDoH
resolver [2].

3.3 Public Recursive Resolvers vs. ISPs
What Is The Tussle? Because ISPs often rely on visibility
into DNS queries for everything from malware detection to
parental controls, the loss of visibility complicates certain
aspects of network management for ISPs; it is thus no sur-
prise that some are pushing back, even offering their own
TRRs. When Mozilla announced that they were deploying
DoH to all Firefox desktop users in the U.S. in 2020, Cloud-
flare and NextDNS were the default recursive resolvers [29].
ISPs contend that current deployment models of DoH fa-
vor large public resolvers over ISPs. In 2020, Comcast an-
nounced a collaboration with Mozilla to deploy their re-
cursive resolver to Firefox users that use Comcast’s net-
works [28]. Comcast became a member of Mozilla’s trusted
recursive resolver program; part of that arrangement in-
volved agreeing to audits of their DNS data and various pri-
vacy requirements.
Why Hasn’t The Tussle Resolved? Although Mozilla rolled
out DoH to U.S. Firefox users in 2020, as of 2021, the Internet
standards community is still developing techniques to sup-
port local DoH resolver discovery [7, 21]. Thus, customiza-
tion remains cumbersome and obscure: in many cases, users
can only use an ISP’s DoH resolver if they know the in-
formation for the resolver in advance and configure the re-
solver manually. It remains unclear whether users that use
ISPs that are a part of Mozilla’s trusted recursive resolver
program will exclusively use the ISP-provided resolvers or
whether queries will also be distributed across third party re-
cursive resolvers. It is also unclear which ISP resolver Fire-
fox will use when users switch between networks whose
DNS resolvers are all members of the trusted recursive re-
solver program (e.g., when a Comcast subscriber who has

opted for ISP resolution migrates to a non-Comcast net-
work).

4 Designing for Tussle
We outline Clark et al.’s principles for designing for tus-

sle [6] and explain their implications for the DNS.

4.1 Design for Choice
Principle. Clark et al. argue that protocols should be de-
signed such that users can choose who they communicate
and exchange data with: “It is important that protocols be
designed in such a way that all the parties to an interaction
have the ability to express preference about which other par-
ties they interact with. Protocols must permit all the parties
to express choice [6].”
Implications for DNS. When addressing DNS tussles (e.g.,
users not placing trust in a particular resolver), we not only
interpret “design for choice” to mean that users should al-
ways be able to decide howDNS resolution is performed, but
also that DNS configuration options should be presented in
ways that are meaningful to users. Users should then be able
to apply these configurations across any application on a de-
vice. Applications (or devices acting in the interests of their
designers) should not be able to choose where DNS resolu-
tion is performed that violate users’ wishes or in ways that
users cannot override.

Many scenarios in today’s Internet are not designed for
choice. For example, Google Chromecast has reportedly
used Google’s public DNS resolver by default, and has lost
function if network operators force another resolver to be
used [36]. Users can technically set up a resolver on the lo-
cal network to respond to queries destined for Google’s re-
solver, but this requires significant expertise and is not a
feasible choice for most users. The lack of choice in DNS
resolution has significant implications for both privacy and
reliability.

4.2 Don’t Assume the Answer
Principle. Clark et al. argue that when it comes to Internet
architectures and protocols, there is no such thing as value-
neutral design: “What choices designers include or exclude,
what interfaces are defined or not, what protocols are open
or proprietary, can have a profound influence on the shape
of the Internet, the motivations of the players, and the po-
tential for distortion of the architecture. Don’t assume that
you design the answer. You are designing a playing field, not
the outcome.” [6]
Implications for DNS. DNS clients can select resolvers in a
variety of ways, rather than designing a “playing field”. As
previously discussed, various applications and devices have
made default choices for recursive resolvers that have been
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(a) February 2020 (b) September 2020

Figure 1: Firefox pop-up menus for opting out of encrypted DNS
have changed over time. Initially, Cloudflare was explicitly men-
tioned. Over time, the consequences of this opt-out choice became
more opaque to users

(a) Firefox (b) Brave

Figure 2: Different browsers have different default settings for
DNS resolution; most users are likely unaware of these options and
wouldn’t even understand them even if they could find them at all.

met with criticism. For example, when Mozilla launched its
trusted recursive resolver program for DoH in the United
States with Cloudflare as the default recursive resolver,
users expressed concern over DNS centralization at an en-
tity separate from their default DNS providers. Users were
presented with a choice via a one-time, obscure pop-up
menu, to opt out of using DoH (and Cloudflare’s resolver)
by default, DNS (and in turn, DoH), as shown in Figure 1;
this option became increasingly more obscure, and in Fire-
fox 85.0, the option was enabled by default with no opt-out.
Disabling or changing these default settings is possible, but
the options are buried multiple levels deep in configuration
menus that users may find difficult to locate or change, as
shown in Figure 2.

In some cases it may also be appropriate to assign dif-
ferent default resolvers to different populations of users by
default. For example, Mozilla’s deployment of the trusted
recursive resolver program with Cloudflare as the default
provider for Europe may be problematic, since Cloudflare
is a United States-based company, and European users can
have different expectations—and regulations—governing
data protection practices [20]. Other regions may also have
laws, regulations, or circumstances that require different
configurations.

Applications and devices should not assume that all users
wish to resolve DNS queries in the same way. Rather, they
should enable users to express preferences about resolver
selection. For example, when a local resolver supports DoH
and the application or device is aware of multiple public re-
solvers that also support DoH, clients may want the local
resolver to take precedence. Other clients may want public
resolvers to take precedence, only using the local resolver
when the configured public resolvers are unavailable. Some
clients may wish to split their queries across multiple re-
cursive resolvers, preventing any single resolver from hav-
ing access to all of their queries. In short, clients should
be able to express preferences about how to select between
multiple recursive resolvers—making fine-grained decisions
about how their queries are resolved—rather than only send-
ing queries to a single resolver by default.

4.3 Modularize Along Tussle Boundaries
Principle. Clark et al. argue for modularization, such that
tussles over one part of the architecture do not affect other
parts: “Functions that arewithin a tussle space should be log-
ically separated from functions outside of that space, even if
there is no compelling technical reason to do so. Doing this
allows a tussle to be played out with minimal distortion of
other aspects of the system’s function.” [6]
Implications for DNS. Traditionally, operating systems have
performedDNS resolution on behalf of applications running
on a device. Today, applications decide which DNS trans-
ports and recursive resolvers should be used, independent
of what the operating system learns from the network or
configures on its own. Devices have also reportedly ignored
the DNS configurations learned from the network [36]. Such
behavior prevents stakeholders the ability to resolve tussles.
Users that wish to change how DNS resolution is performed
on their devices may need to make changes in multiple lo-
cations, for example, in both the web browser and the oper-
ating system’s stub resolver. If each application on a device
handles recursive resolver selection differently, then DNS
tussles over privacy, trust, centralization, and reliability will
continue as applications and devices make decisions about
DNS resolution that are challenging for users to override.

5 A Place to Resolve Tussles
Refactoring DNS resolution into a stub resolver that is in-

dependent of other parts of the architecture (i.e., operating
system, device, browser) makes it possible for stakeholders
to resolve tussles. Of course, this architectural proposal is
in some sense “back to the future”. We argue, however, that
such a design allows stakeholders a tussle space to vie for
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competing interests, and where various designs for DNS res-
olution can play out, without compromising security or per-
formance.

To demonstrate this proof of concept and provide a plat-
form for future innovation and experimentation, we forked
the open-source dnscrypt-proxy stub resolver to demon-
strate the feasibility of distributing queries across multiple
recursive resolvers [9]; the prototype is publicly available
(https://github.com/noise-lab/dnscrypt-proxy). The proxy
supports design for choice by offering different protocols, re-
solvers, and distribution strategies across multiple resolvers
and supports DoH and DNSCrypt. Our particular modifica-
tions concern distributing queries across resolvers, but the
most important aspect of the prototype is that it allows for
such modification. It doesn’t assume the answer: a single,
system-wide configuration file allows easy configuration of
resolution options. Finally, itmodularizes along tussle bound-
aries by placing DNS resolution in a separate stub resolver
that provides the various stakeholders with a well-defined
location for control of DNS functionality.

This architecture does not guarantee that all tussles will
resolve: device and browser vendors may continue resolve
encrypted DNS in devices and browsers, and intercepting
those queries at a stub is challenging. Yet, such an architec-
ture makes future work in exploring various DNS resolution
strategies possible and demonstrating this feasibility may ul-
timately make such an architecture appealing, particularly
if users have choices among device and browser vendors.

6 Related Work
Internet Tussle Spaces. Clark et al. first introduced tussle
spaces in 2002 to describe parts of the Internet ecosystem
where stakeholders have opposing interests and vie to favor
those interests [6]. Although Clark et al. did not foresee the
current tussle space two decades ago, Walfish et al. did high-
light another tussle in DNS: control over the namespace hi-
erarchy [38]; that tussle concerned which parties controlled
the use of certain Internet names and advocated for an alter-
native flat namespace.
DNS Security and Privacy. DNSSEC provides integrity to
DNS [10]. T-DNS[39] address security issueswithDNS, such
as lack of confidentiality and amplified denial-of-service at-
tacks. T-DNS has not been widely adopted, but it served as
the primary inspiration for DNS over TLS (DoT) [18]. DNS
over HTTPS (DoH) [17] aims to solve the same problems as
DoT, but uses HTTP as a transport protocol. Other work in-
vestigated the adoption of secure DNS and their real-world
benefits. Lu et al. [25] have found that the adoption of en-
crypted DNS improved, but it remains low compared to un-
encrypted DNS, and it currently suffers from deployment

issues, like the use of invalid TLS certificates. Bushart et
al. [5] and Siby et al. [35] studied the privacy benefits of
DoT and DoH in a web browsing scenario. Oblivious DNS
(ODNS) [34] hides the queried domain names from a user’s
recursor; ODNS has been extended to DoH (ODoH) [23],
supported by Apple and Cloudflare.
Centralization of DNS. Foremski et al. find that the top 10%
of DNS recursors serve approximately 50% of DNS traf-
fic [14]. Moura et al. [27] also encounter centralization in
their study of DNS requests to two country code top-level
domains (ccTLD), with five large cloud providers being re-
sponsible for over 30% of all queries for the ccTLDs of the
Netherlands and New Zealand. Hoang et al. [16] propose
and evaluate K-resolver, which distributes queries over mul-
tiple DoH recursors, so that no single resolver can build a
complete profile of the user and each recursor only learns a
subset of domains the user resolved.

7 Summary and Future Directions
Recent trends in encrypted DNS architectures and deploy-

ments over the past two years have introduced new tussles
in DNS between users, ISPs, CDNs, and device and browser
vendors.The architectures that are currently being deployed
do not conform to Clark et al.’s recommendations for design-
ing for tussle, thus igniting heated disputes on mailing lists,
as well as practices that threaten competition, user privacy,
and the security an resilience of the Internet as a whole.

In this paper, we have argued that the current situation
largely results from the bundling of DNS resolution with
browsers and devices, in ways that are opaque to users. We
make a case that this trend could be at least partially re-
versed by modularizing DNS resolution in a separate stub
resolver that can be configured and customized by all stake-
holders, thereby allowing tussles to play out.This paper and
the architecture we have introduced raises more questions
than it answers, among them: the most effective strategies
for distributing queries across TRRs, the best interfaces for
presenting choices to users, and how to handle various im-
plementation corner cases (e.g., embedded devices that use
encrypted DNS and thus bypass the proxy). In this sense, we
view the role of our work as both raising community aware-
ness of these developments, and presenting an architecture
where both industry and the research community can ex-
plore questions concerning encrypted DNS, from the evalu-
ation of different TRR resolution strategies to the best way
to present these (increasingly complex) choices to users.
Acknowledgments. This work was funded in part by NSF
Award CNS-1953513.
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